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A. JSON
B. HTML
C. XML
D. SAML
Answer: D
Explanation:
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is the most common
data format for information exchange within a federated

identity system. It is used to transmit and exchange
authentication and authorization data.XML is similar to SAML,
but it's used for general-purpose data encoding and labeling
and is not used for the exchange of authentication and
authorization data in the way that SAML is for federated
systems.
JSON is used similarly to XML, as a text-based data exchange
format that typically uses attribute- value pairings, but it's
not used for authentication and authorization exchange. HTML is
used only for encoding web pages for web browsers and is not
used for data exchange--and certainly not in a federated
system.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Review the storage pool information:
Which statement describes the status of this storage pool?
A. It is a double-parity RAIDZ storage pool and can withstand
two disk failures; data will bestripedacrossfour disk
components.
B. It is an improperly configured RAIDZ storage pool; data will
be striped across four disk components, but only three drives
are protected with redundancy.
C. It is animproperlyconfigured RAIDZ storage pool; data will
be striped across three disk components, but only three drives
are protected with redundancy.
D. It is a RAIDZ storage pool and can withstand a single disk
failure; data will be striped at: disk components.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Device c3t6d0 is not included in the RAIDZ storage pool. The
other three devices are includedin the raidz pool. The data on
these devices are protected.
Note: In addition to a mirrored storage pool configuration, ZFS
provides a RAID-Z configuration with either single, double, or
triple parity fault tolerance. Single-parity RAID-Z (raidz or
raidz1) is similar to RAID-5. Double-parity RAID-Z (raidz2) is
similar to RAID-6.
Reference: RAID-Z Storage Pool Configuration

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT

Answer:
Explanation:

Target 1: noStore="false"
The page that has the OutputCacheProfile.NoStore property set
to true issues a response specifying in its header to prevent
secondary storage of sensitive information.
Target 2: VaryByParam ="clinicID"
The VaryByParam is a semicolon-delimited set of parameters used
to vary the cached output. It allows varying the cached output
by GET query string or form POST parameters. For instance, you
can vary the user-control output to the cache by specifying the
user-control name along with either a query string or a form
POST parameter.
Incorrect: Not varyByControl="ClinicID"
The VaryByControl is a semicolon-delimited set of IDs of
controls to be cached.
Target 3: duration=129600"
The Duration represents the time in seconds that the page or
user control is cached. Setting this property establishes an
expiration policy for HTTP responses from the page or control
to which it applies and will automatically cause the caching of
their output.
129600 seconds is 36 hours (60*60*36).
References: https://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/system.web.configuration.outputcacheprofile(v=vs.110
).aspx
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